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A lot people want the benefits of live "The Writer's Life"… Things like a flexible schedule,
financial freedom and control, the freedom to work from home or anywhere in the world for that
matter. Yet, for one reason or another, some people aren’t big on writing day-in and day-out until
they hit the success tipping point. Instead, these folks want a different way to get in on all the
benefits being part of this unique industry can provide. Maybe you feel the same way.You want
something you can start today. You want complete control over your life and time. You want to
make a good income, maybe enough to make your neighbors jealous … Well, now there’s an
opportunity that may be just the right fit for you. As an Internet Research Specialist, your typical
day involves a commute to your home office, some time surfing the Internet, and a few email
exchanges with clients. Sounds simple, but this simple career can command $50 or more an
hour and top-level copywriters are eager to have you do this kind of work for them… and eager
to pay you for it.This book shows you exactly how you can start earning big money freelancing
part time doing research for copywriters. Inside you’ll discover:- The single most important thing
to understand about web surfing that will let you charge top dollar for your services without
flinching- What it takes to get clients — I guarantee this is not what you think- How to master
your fear of approaching clients with one simple command- The often-forgotten secret of landing
more gigs with less work- Which industries have the highest demand for your services — and a
simple five-step process to know where to find floods of work- How to get others to sell your web-
surfing services for you- What to do — after your client says "Yes" — to make your life easier and
ensure a steady stream of work- Specific instructions for what to put on your website to sell your
services best — this is far less complicated than most make it out to be- 25+ targeted websites
and other online resources you can use as you surf — knowing how to use these well (and
when) can turn you into a superhero with your clientsWith How to Surf the Web for Freedom and
Profit, you’ll know exactly how to land clients and what to do once you have them so that they
keep coming back for more. Within a week, you can complete this book and be well on your way
to a lucrative part-time freelance career.
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Chapter OneSurf the Web for Fun and ProfitEvery month, I write NM a check for $1,200. And her
other clients write checks in varying amounts throughout the year.What does NM do for me that I
pay her over $12,000 per year? She is a freelance online researcher. In a nutshell, she does
online research that her other clients and I are too busy to do for ourselves.In my case, as a
freelance copywriter, I constantly needresearch on the wide range of topics I am writing about—
from molecular distillation of omega-3 fish oil, to the effects of methane as a greenhouse gas, to
the advantages of investing in palladium instead of gold. Yes, I could do the research myself. But
I hire a freelance online researcher to do my research instead, for three reasons.First, I’m too
busy to do it. Every minute I spend looking up stuff on Google is a minute I’m not writing copy
and making progress toward my deadlines.Second, it makes good economic sense for me to
outsource Internet research, because my hourly rate is much higher than NM’s.Third, although I
know how to do research—in fact, I’m quite good at it—NM is even better and faster. So I get
superior quality research sooner.And here’s the thing: NM can take on only a limited number of
clients, and she’s already ultra-busy doing my research. So there is a crying need for freelance
online researchers like her. That’s good news for you. The demand is high. The work is
interesting but not impossibly difficult. And the pay is quite attractive.NM is a generalist, as many
online researchers are; she’ll dig for information on any topic you need.Some other online
researchers specialize. CP, for instance, focuses on doing research in the financial industry—a
natural niche given her experience as a market researcher for Ernst & Young, Bethpage Federal
Credit Union, and other financial services firms.
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